
Practice Area:
Completeion Law, Corporate Finance, Corporate Commercial Law, Corporate Services, 
Employment Law, Immigration, Litigation & Dispute Resolution, Real Estate, Regulatory 
Enforment & Compliance

Chris Dundon was admitted as a solicitor in Hong Kong in 1994 and in England and Wales in 1997. He is a British national who 
arrived in Hong Kong in 1990. He is a graduate of the London School of Economics (LLB), Hong Kong University (PCLL), with 
further studies at Nankai University and the Chinese University of Hong Kong (Chinese Language Studies Program). Chris is a 
Mandarin and Cantonese speaker.

With over 20 years of experience as a lawyer in Hong Kong, Chris takes a practical client oriented approach to legal questions, 
which very often yields solutions long before matters end up in court, saving clients considerable expense. He aims to provide 
clients with valuable strategic perspective, and his extensive industry-specific experience has on many occasions proven invaluable 
to clients. He has advised on many commercial litigious matters in particular involving company and shareholder disputes. For 
employment and Immigration, he provides pragmatic and strategic advice and assistance on all types of employment matters and 
advises on a wide range of immigration law matters. Chris has advised many clients on their leasing requirements including some 
of the territories most well know restaurant groups. In addition, Chris has advised clients on a range of regulatory and 
government-related legal services. Chris is also appointed as a civil celebrant of marriages.

Legal Specialisations: 

Completeion Law, Corporate Finance, Corporate Commercial Law, Corporate Services, Employment Law, Immigration, Litigation & 

Dispute Resolution, Real Estate, Regulatory Enforment & Compliance

Professional Qualifications: 

• Solicitor of the High Court of Hong Kong - 1994
• Solicitor of the High Court of England and Wales - 1997

Education: 

• London School of Economics (LL.B.) 
• Hong Kong University (PCLL)

Language: 

English, Cantonese and Mandarin
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